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Flat Plate collectorFlat Plate collector

The Flat Plate Collector is basically a 

heat exchanger which transfers the 

radiant energy of the incident sunlight 

to the sensible heat of a working fluid-

liquid or air.q
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S h ti di fSchematic diagram of an 
evacuated tube collector



Evacuated tube collectors





Flat plate collector 
with flat reflectors

Sun raysy

Flat plate
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Schematic diagram of aSchematic diagram of a
CPC collector



Schematic of central receiver Schematic of central receiver 
systemsystem



Parabolic trough collectorsParabolic trough collectors



Useful energy collected from a Useful energy collected from a 

General formula:General formula:

collectorcollector
General formula:General formula:

( )[ ] [ ]iopapLtcu TTmcTTUGAq −=−−= τα

by substituting inlet fluid temperature (Ti) for the by substituting inlet fluid temperature (Ti) for the 
average plate temperature (average plate temperature (TpTp):):

( )[ ]aiLtRcu TTUGFAq −−= )(τα

Where FWhere FRR is the heat removal factoris the heat removal factorWhere FWhere FRR is the heat removal factoris the heat removal factor



Collector efficiencyCollector efficiency

Finally the collector efficiency can be obtainedFinally the collector efficiency can be obtained
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Finally, the collector efficiency can be obtained Finally, the collector efficiency can be obtained 
by dividing by dividing qquu by (by (GGtt AAcc). Therefore:). Therefore:
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Overall heat loss coefficientOverall heat loss coefficient

The overall heat loss coefficient is aThe overall heat loss coefficient is aThe overall heat loss coefficient is a The overall heat loss coefficient is a 
complicated function of the collector complicated function of the collector 
construction and its operating conditions and construction and its operating conditions and p gp g
it is given by the following expression:it is given by the following expression:
UULL==UUtt+U+Ubb+U+Uee (for flat plate collector)(for flat plate collector)UULL UUtt UUbb UUee (for flat plate collector)(for flat plate collector)
i.e., it is the heat transfer resistance from the i.e., it is the heat transfer resistance from the 
absorber plate to the ambient airabsorber plate to the ambient airabsorber plate to the ambient air.absorber plate to the ambient air.



Laboratory modelLaboratory modelyy



Application on inclined roofApplication on inclined roofpppp



MultiMulti--residential applicationresidential applicationpppp



Swimming pool heatingSwimming pool heatingg p gg p g



Heliostat detailHeliostat detail


